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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses periodic vehicle routing problems that
allow vehicles to travel on multiple trips in a single day. It is
known as the Multi-Trip Periodic Vehicles (MTPVRP) Problem
Route. Cluster-first route-second (CFRS) heuristics to solve
MTPVRP was proposed in this study. In phase 1, customers
were divided into clusters using the formulation of integer
programming. Phase 2 determined the route of the cluster and
verifies that the total journey time to visit the trips does not
exceed the working hours of the vehicle. The implementation of
the heuristic CFRS to solve the real problem faced by the LPG
distributor shows that the procedure could provide a better
routing solution.

This is an open-access article under the CC–BY-SA license.

1. Introduction
Dantzig and Ramser [1] introduced the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) that
describes a real-world routing problem of gasoline delivery trucks. Recently, VRP is still
an optimization problem that continues to be researched and gets much attention. The
state-of-the-art VRP work has been discussed in many survey papers, some of them are
Eksioglu, et al. [2] Lin, et al. [3] and Srivatsa Srinivas and Gajanand [4]. VRP is solved
by two methods: exact and heuristic methods [5]. Cluster-first path-second (CFRS) is the
most common heuristic approach to solve CVRP. Two early CFRS study was conducted
by Gillett and Miller [6] and Fisher and Jaikumar [7]. The CFRS approach is still used
up to now because of the simplicity, for example, in research by Dondo and Cerdá [8],
Shin and Han [9], Cakir, et al. [10], and CÖMERT, et al. [11]. Hiquebran, et al. [12]
stated that the CFRS approach should provide better quality solution of despite
requiring and more complex computation compared to route-first cluster-second (RFCS).
The companies are trying to minimize the number of vehicles due to the costs
incurred. Therefore, a vehicle should be able to travel for multiple journeys as long as the
total journey time is less than the duration of the planning period [13]. The Multi-Trip
Vehicle Routing Problem (MTVRP) is an extension of the CVRP that each vehicle can
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make multiple trips during its working period [14]. Fleischmann [15] is the first one to
introduce MTVRP. He proposed the saving algorithm and to use heuristics to determine
a route. Taillard, et al. [16] proposed a three-phase algorithm to solve MTVRP. In the
first phase, travel routes are designed to meet capacity constraints. In addition, these
solutions are combined to achieve a particular CVRP. Finally, the route of each CVRP
solution assigned to the vehicle by solving the packing bin problem. Petch and Salhi [17]
explained multiphase heuristics that create several viable CVRP solutions and then
solve them with bin packaging heuristics. Cattaruzza, et al. [18] presented a survey of
MTVRP and routing problems related to multi-trip vehicles.
In many VRP study, every customer is visited in a vehicle once a day. In fact, in
practice, the customer takes more than one visit at a given time. Customers receive
goods in several batches at other times due to limitations in the quantity of distribution.
The routing problem associated with these conditions is referred to as a periodic vehicle
routing problem (PVRP). A correct visit route is allocated to customers in PVRP [19].
Beltrami and Bodin [20] considered two heuristic algorithms to complete PVRP. The first
algorithm used a saving algorithm to determine of daily route. The second idea was
randomly to assign customers to delivery days and create ways for each day based on
this assignment. Russell and Igo [21] proposed three heuristics for the problem. The first
method was a clustering algorithm. The second algorithm took the routes developed by
the first algorithm and attempts to improve them by a sequence of link exchanges. The
third algorithm was a modification of savings algorithm by Clarke and Wright [22],
where customers are allocated to days of the week by the delivery spacing constraints,
and routes are formed using the savings algorithm. Christofides and Beasley [23] offered
heuristic that assigns customers to days and then solves the resulting daily VRPs.
Many PVRP variants have been developed, such as PVRP Time Windows by
Cordeau, et al. [24]; Multi Depot PVRP [25]; Parthanadee and Logendran [26], PVRP
Intermediate Facilities [27] and Site-dependent multi-trip PVRP [28]. To the best of our
knowledge, only Alonso, et al. [28] have so far introduced Multi-Trip PVRP (MTPVRP).
The objectives of this research are to propose procedures for solving problems Multi-Trip
Periodic Vehicle Routing Problem. MTPVRP is a problem to determine the route where
the customers require a visit within one or more days of the planning period. The vehicle
performs trips to the customers more than once per day. A hybrid approach was used to
address these shortcomings by combining integer programming formulation and
heuristics to achieve a better solution within an appropriate timeframe for computing.
Because of the benefits of the cluster-first route-second (CFRS) heuristics approach to
solve VRP, MTVRP, and PVRP explained above. The propose CFRS is to solve the MultiTrip Periodic Vehicle Routing Problem (MTPVRP). The drawbacks of this heuristic are
that the solution is sub-optimal and that its efficiency depends heavily on the problem.
The paper is organized as follows: section 1 is the introduction; section 2 describes
methodology; section 3 explains the result and discussion, and section 4 is the conclusion.
2. Methods
2.1 Problem description
A depot makes deliveries to several customers using its vehicle. 𝐼𝑜 = {0, … , 𝑖, … , 𝑛}
is the vertex set that consists of vertex subset 𝐼 = {𝐼, … , 𝑖, … , 𝑛} which corresponds to the
customers, and vertex 0, which corresponds to the depot. Each customer 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼
corresponds known of non-negative delivery size 𝑞𝑖 whereas no delivery is required for
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the depot (𝑞0 = 0). To serve these customers, a set of 𝑣 vehicles indexed by 𝐾 =
{1, … , 𝑘, … 𝑣} with identical capacity 𝐶, is available at the depot.
A trip is a sequence of customers starting from and finishing at the depot by a
vehicle 𝑘 on the day 𝑡. A set of trips is denoted by 𝑍 = {1, … , 𝑧, … , 𝑛}, which means the
number of trips that will be done by vehicle 𝑘 ranges from 1 to 𝑛, where 𝑛 is the number
of customers. A set of days is denoted by 𝑇 = {1, … , 𝑡, … , 𝑚}, where m is the period length.
A vehicle 𝑘 makes multiple trips when the total delivery quantity from all customers on
day 𝑡 exceeds vehicle capacity, but the total traveling time from those multiple trips have
to be below the vehicle working hours. In this model, the number of trips performed by
vehicle 𝑘 is a decision variable that is impacted by the fixed cost incurred.
During the period, each customer 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 is visited 1 ≤ 𝑓𝑖 ≤ 𝑚 times. Each customer
𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 determines its visit frequency 𝑓𝑖 . These visits must follow the set of allowable visitday combinations 𝑆. Table 1 shows the possible overall visit combination on each 𝑓𝑖 with
period length (𝑚) equals to six. The six-digit sequence used in Table 1 represents the visit
day from Monday to Saturday, where 1 shows there was a visit on that day and 0 vice
versa.
Table 1. Visit frequency and visit-day combination on 𝑚 = 6 days
S

fi
1

2

3

4

5

6

000100

000010

000001

1

100000

010000

001000

2

100100

010010

001001

3

101010

010101

6

111111

2.2 Proposed approach
This section explains the cluster-first route-second (CFRS) heuristic approach
used to solve the MTPVRP problem. The CFRS heuristics included in the two-phase
algorithm category are as follows.
Phase 1
In phase 1, customers were split into clusters. Customers within a cluster reached
by vehicle-k on day-t with trip-z. The whole formulation and the branch-and-bound
algorithm shall be used during the clustering stage to overcome the formulation. It is
similar to research conducted by Fisher and Jaikumar [7] in which integer programming
formulations are referred to as General Assignment Problems (GAP). GAP is used to
determine which customers are included in each cluster.
The following is the notation that used an integer programming model:
𝑚
period length
𝑐𝑖𝑘
traveling cost from depot to customer 𝑖 with vehicle 𝑘 per unit of load
𝑓𝑖
visit frequency of customer 𝑖 during 𝑚-day period
𝑞𝑖
delivery size of customer-𝑖 on any day
𝐶𝑘
maximum capacity of vehicle 𝑘
𝑓𝑧
fixed cost of trip 𝑧
𝑟𝑧
1 if trip 𝑧 is used
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𝑌𝑖𝑡
1 if customer 𝑖 was visited on the day 𝑡, 0 if otherwise
𝑋𝑖𝑡𝑘𝑧 1 if customer 𝑖 was visited on the day 𝑡 by vehicle 𝑘 on trip 𝑧, 0 if otherwise
The objective of the model is to minimize total cost, which is the sum of total
traveling cost from depot to all customers and the total fixed cost of the vehicle. Total
cost mathematically expressed in equation (1).
(1)

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∑𝑖∈𝐼 ∑𝑡∈𝑇 ∑𝑘∈𝐾 ∑𝑧∈𝑍 𝑐𝑖𝑘 𝑞𝑖 𝑋𝑖𝑡𝑘𝑧 + ∑𝑧∈𝑍 𝑓𝑧 𝑟𝑧
Subject to
∑𝑡∈𝑇 𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 𝑓𝑖

(2)

𝑖∈𝐼

𝑚

𝑟=𝑓 +𝑡

𝑚
𝑓𝑖

𝑖
∑𝑟=𝑡+1
𝑌𝑖𝑟 = 1

𝑖 ∈ 𝐼; 𝑡 = 0, … , … , (𝑚 − )

(3)

∑𝑧∈𝑍 ∑𝑘∈𝐾 𝑋𝑖𝑡𝑘𝑧 − 𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 0

𝑖 ∈ 𝐼; 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇

(4)

∑𝑖∈𝐼 𝑞𝑖 𝑋𝑖𝑡𝑘𝑧 ≤ 𝐶𝑘

𝑡 ∈ 𝑇; 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾; 𝑧 ∈ 𝑍

(5)

∑𝑧∈𝑍 𝑋𝑖𝑡𝑘𝑧 ≤ 𝑛

𝑖 = 0; 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇; 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾

(6)

∑𝑧∈𝑍 𝑋𝑖𝑡𝑘𝑧 ≤ 1

𝑖 ∈ 𝐼; 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇; 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾

(7)

𝑟𝑧 ≥ 𝑋𝑖𝑡𝑘𝑧

𝑖 ∈ 𝐼; 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇; 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾; 𝑧 ∈ 𝑍

(8)

𝑦𝑖𝑡 ∈ {0,1}

𝑖 ∈ 𝐼; 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇

(9)

𝑋𝑖𝑡𝑘𝑧 ∈ {0,1}

𝑖 ∈ 𝐼; 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇; 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾; 𝑧 ∈ 𝑍

(10)

Equation (6) guarantees that each customer has to visit 𝑓 times. Equation (7)
ensures that each customer has to visit on the day that matches the visit frequency and
visit-day combination, as explained in Table 1. Equation (8) guarantees that customer 𝑖
has to visited by vehicle 𝑘 with trip 𝑧 only if customer 𝑖 is to be visited on day 𝑡. Equation
(9) assures that the total delivery size from all customers should not exceed the vehicle
capacity. Equation (10) makes sure that each vehicle 𝑘 leaving the depot and perform
multiple-trip in one day with a maximum of 𝑛 trips. On the contrary, Equation (11)
makes sure that each vehicle 𝑘 can only leave customer 𝑖 once a day at maximum.
Equation (12) guarantees that customer 𝑖 has to visit by vehicle 𝑘 with trip 𝑧 on day 𝑡
only if trip 𝑧 is used. Lastly, Equation (13) and (14) is set to make sure the decision
variable is binary.
To determine 𝑞𝑖 in phase 1, we refer to research conducted by Rusdiansyah &
Tsao, where they transformed an inventory routing problem inspired by the
replenishment of vending machines into an instance of the PVRPTW [29]. Rusdiansyah
& Tsao computed a frequency for each customer based on a modiﬁed economic order
quantity (EOQ) calculation and used these frequencies to deﬁne a PVRP. Given that
each customer 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 has a demand rate 𝜆𝑖 unit per day, during 𝑚-days period each
customer have demands𝐷𝑖 , which is formulated in equation (11).
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𝑖∈𝐼

(11)

During the planning period, customer 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 requires replenishment of 𝑓𝑖 times
with delivery quantity of 𝑞1 , 𝑞2 , … , 𝑞𝑖𝑟 , … , 𝑞𝑖𝑓𝑖 . Let 𝑢𝑖𝑟 be the interval between
replenishment 𝑟 and replenishment 𝑟 + 1 for customer 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, the delivery size 𝑞𝑖𝑟 can be
formulated in equation (12).
𝑞𝑖𝑟 = 𝜆𝑖 𝑢𝑖𝑟

𝑖 ∈ 𝐼; 𝑟 = 1, … , 𝑓𝑖

(12)

Since some improvements in algorithms adjust the visit-day combination and the
frequency of visits, it is important to ensure that these changes do not impact the
optimal cost of inventory holdings. A stationary interval property was used to obtain an
equation (13) and (14).
𝑢𝑖1 = 𝑢𝑖2 = ⋯ = 𝑢𝑖𝑓𝑖 =
𝑞𝑖 = 𝑞𝑖𝑟 = 𝜆

𝑚
𝑓𝑖

=

𝐷𝑖
𝑓𝑖

𝑚
𝑓𝑖

𝑖∈𝐼

(13)

𝑖 ∈ 𝐼; 𝑟 = 1, … , 𝑓𝑖

(14)

Phase 2
Phase 2 set out the cluster route and verifies that the total travel time for all trips
does not exceed the working hours of the vehicle. Since the day of the visit and the
vehicle for each cluster has been established. Therefore the route determination belongs
to Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). The researchers propose the tabu search
algorithm as it is one of the metaheuristics commonly used to resolve TSP. The steps
performed in phase 2 are as follows:
1. Based on the 1st phase solution, plan the visit route on each cluster route using Tabu
Search Algorithm. First of all, determine the initial route randomly. Identify the
neighborhood collection by swapping two customers, sliding the next customer, and
flipping the customer series to obtain new paths. Next, pick the best neighborhood
movement from the shortest route distance and by updating the Tabu list. If the
solution is not tabu, then the move is performed, but if it is tabu, then check if
aspiration criteria are met. The neighborhood set search is repeated and stopped
after maximum iteration is fulfilled.
2. Calculate the total distance traveled and the total time traveled on each cluster path.
Instead, count the cumulative length of each cluster by summing up the total journey
time and the time taken during the service to each customer.
3. Calculate the total duration of each vehicle per day by summing up the total duration
of each cluster on that day and the average service time of the dealer.
4. Compare the total time of the vehicle per day with the working hours of the
vehicle. If the cumulative length of the journey is less than the working hours, then
the researchers infer that the cluster route is feasible. Otherwise, the route created
will not be feasible and will not be included in the next phase.
5. Based on feasible cluster routes, compare the total travel distance or total transport
cost for each planning period and define f (visit frequency number), which gives the
shortest total travel distance or minimum transport cost.
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2.3 Data collecting
The application of the CFRS method was carried out in real cases by the LPG
manufacturer. Therefore, the data was gathered by interviews and findings with the
distributor. Distributor (D) delivered LPG to 29 retailers (T1, T2,..., T29) using two
vehicles, each with a capacity of 150 cans. Observation results showed that the
manufacturer splits retailers into two distribution areas by the number of vehicles. The
dealer usually delivers two days a week to vehicle one distributors and three times a
week to vehicle 2. Vehicles also took more than one trip a day due to capacity limitations.
As a result, this distributor's route determination problem fits into the Multi-Trip
Periodic Vehicle Routing Problem (MTPVRP). The total distance traveled and the time
traveled per cluster were measured using Google Maps. Retailers are relatively close,
with travel distances of between 0.058–16.19 km and 4.37 km on average. From field
observation, the loading and unloading time will take 30 seconds. The loading and
unloading time for each trip was obtained by assuming that the vehicle was fully loaded
with 150 cans. Thus the average service time for 150 LPG cans was 75 minutes or 1.25
hours.
2.4 Experimental procedure
In phase 1, three visit frequency (𝑓𝑖 = 2, 3, and 6) were used to generate several
solution scenarios. In each scenario, the solutions were formed by using mathematical
model explained in phase 1 and setting the right-hand side value of equation (6) to the
frequency value of the scenario. Based on the value of the decision, variable 𝑋𝑖𝑡𝑘𝑧 , the
cluster members are obtained by grouping customers with the same t, k, and z index
combination. Therefore, the solution for each scenario was the number of clusters and
the customers in each cluster. All of the solution scenarios from phase 1 is input to phase
2 by ignoring the total cost obtained from the mathematical model solution. It was done
because traveling time and traveling distance between customers are disregarded. Thus
the total cost only showed traveling costs from the distributor. In phase 2, the solution
chosen was the scenario with fi that generated the lowest total traveling distance.
3. Result and Discussion
Depending on the path of the current dealer, the number of LPG cans to be
delivered is 3,580 cans per week for vehicles 1 and 2. The number of route clusters by
both vehicles are 24. The total distance traveled, and the total time per day of both
vehicles for one week is 377.44 km and 72.41 hours. By using the proposed CFRS
approach, three solution scenarios are generated. The solution at fi = 2 is shown in Table
2. It can be seen that there are 29 clusters to be taken by two vehicles for one week. The
members of cluster 1 include consumer T2, T10, and T12. They are visited on trip 1 of
Monday using vehicle 1. Furthermore, T16 and T26 are in cluster 2 and are visited on
trip 1 of Monday using vehicle one. Compared to the distributor’s route, the number of
clusters was five times more than the number of clusters for the distributor’s method. It
shows an increase in total loading and unloading time at the distributor compared
before. The total load of both vehicles is 3,580 cans, which is equal to the total number of
cans of the current distributor’s route.
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Table 2. Traveling distance, traveling time, and total duration time calculation for
solution scenario in fi = 2
Vehicle 1
Day and Trip

Number and
Route of each
cluster

Monday trip1
(1) D-T2-T12-T10-D
Monday trip 2
(2) D-T26-T16-D
Monday trip 3
(3) D-T25-T19-D
Tuesday trip 1
(4) D-T11-T9-D
Tuesday trip 2
(5) D-T6-T5-T4-D
Tuesday trip 3
(6) D-T18-D
Wednesday trip 1
(7) D-T13-T8-D
Wednesday trip 2
(8) D-T3-T7-D
Wednesday trip 3
(9) D-T28-T21-D
Thursday trip1
(10) D-T2-T16-D
Thursday trip 2
(11) D-T26-T19-D
Thursday trip 3
(12) D-T12-T10-D
Friday trip 1
(13) D-T11-T9-T5-D
Friday trip 2
(14) D-T27-T4-D
Friday trip 3
(15) D-T20-T24-D
Saturday trip 1
(16) D-T1-T8-D
Saturday trip 2
(17) D-T3-T28-D
Total per week vehicle 1

Load

Total
traveling
distance
(km)

Total
traveling
time
(hour)

Total
service
time
(hour)

150
130
135
100
150
105
95
100
135
105
135
100
150
125
135
100
110
2060

12.03
13.69
9.23
11.93
7.31
8.22
9.24
11.20
11.14
10.09
12.69
10.66
16.73
9.01
10.93
6.68
6.69
177.47

0.40
0.46
0.31
0.40
0.24
0.27
0.31
0.37
0.37
0.34
0.42
0.36
0.56
0.30
0.36
0.22
0.22
5.92

1.25
1.08
1.13
0.83
1.25
0.88
0.79
0.83
1.13
0.88
1.13
0.83
1.25
1.04
1.13
0.83
0.92
17.17

Total
duration
time per
cluster
(hour)
1.65
1.54
1.43
1.23
1.49
1.15
1.10
1.21
1.50
1.21
1.55
1.19
1.81
1.34
1.49
1.06
1.14
23.08

Total
duration
time per
day
(hour)

Total
duration
time per
cluster
(hour)
1.36
1.53
1.11
1.55
0.94
1.46
1.48
1.11
1.15
1.48
1.47
1.55
16.20
39.28

Total
duration
time per
day
(hour)
2.61

8.37
7.62
7.55
7.70
8.39
4.70
44.33

Vehicle 2
Day and Trip

Number and route
of each cluster

Monday trip1
(18) D-T17-T23-D
Tuesday trip 1
(19) D-T20-T29-D
Tuesday trip 2
(20) D-T22-DD
Tuesday trip 3
(21) D-T27-24-D
Wednesday trip 1
(22) D-T1-T15-D
Thursday trip1
(23) D-T14-T17-D
Thursday trip 2
(24) D-T25-T23-D
Friday trip 1
(25) D-T22-D
Friday trip 2
(26) D-T18-D
Friday trip 3
(27) D-T6-T29-D
Saturday trip 1
(28) D-T14-T21-D
Saturday trip 2
(29) D-T7-T13-T15-D
Total per week vehicle 2
Total per week vehicle 1 and 2

Load

Total
traveling
distance
(km)

Total
traveling
time
(hour)

Total
service
time
(hour)

140
150
90
150
100
140
135
90
105
140
135
145
1520
3580

5.68
8.46
10.94
9.01
3.14
8.82
10.52
10.94
8.22
9.51
10.47
10.27
105.98
283.45

0.19
0.28
0.36
0.30
0.10
0.29
0.35
0.36
0.27
0.32
0.35
0.34
3.53
9.45

1.17
1.25
0.75
1.25
0.83
1.17
1.13
0.75
0.88
1.17
1.13
1.21
12.67
29.83

7.95
2.19
5.44
7.50
5.52
31.20
75.53

The cluster route and the cumulative length of the day are obtained by following
steps 1-4 in phase 2. The cluster route formed by the tabu search algorithm can be seen
in Table 2. From the proposed route, the total traveling distance of both vehicles is
283.45 km/week, which is a reduction of 93.99 km/week compared to the distributor’s
route. Since the average distance between retailers is only 4.37 km, this reduction is
important enough. It shows that the processes in step 2 actually generate a more
efficient route, even though the number of clusters is higher than the initial route. The
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shorter total travel distance also results in a shorter total duration per cluster.
Concerning the cumulative length of each node, the suggested path is 3.13 hours shorter
than the route of the distributor (from 42.41 to 39.28). By comparison, the average length
of the day decreases by 3.12 hours according to the path of the dealer. It is because the
estimated number of clusters is higher, so the loading and unloading time is longer.
However, this additional time is still feasible as none of the working hours per day is
greater than 9 hours.
Table 3. shows a comparison of the total travel distance, the total travel time, the
total duration of each day, and the number of clusters in each scenario. Total travel
distance and total travel time are the highest at fi= 6 because every customer is visited
up to 6 times a week. On the opposite, at fi= 2, the total distance traveled, and the total
time traveled is the lowest of the other frequencies. As explained above, the number of
clusters tends to have an impact on the total duration of the service at the distributor
per day. However, the cumulative cycle time at fi= 6 is longer than fi= 2 even though the
number of clusters is smaller. This is because the travel time at fi= 6 is longer, although
the service time at the dealer is shorter. Based on a calculation of the total distance
traveled and the total length per day, the solution scenario with fi= 2 is chosen. The
proposed route for distributors as set out in Table 2.
Table 3. Comparison of total traveling distance, total traveling time, and total duration
time per day for each visit frequency scenario
Visit
Number of
Total traveling
Total traveling
Total duration
frequency
cluster
distance (km/week) time (hour/week)
time per day
scenario
(hour/week)
2
29
283.45
9.45
75.53
3
36
441.03
14.70
89.53
6
24
483.9
16.16
75.98
The application of the CFRS heuristics approach to the MTPVRP solution has
shown that the procedures have been able to generate a better route solution. There was
a decrease in travel distance of 93.99 km/week, equivalent to a saving of 24.9 percent.
First, by comparing the total distance travel reduction to the cost of fuel, by assuming
that 1 liter of Pertalite can be used to travel 6 km and that the price of Pertalite is IDR
7,600/litre, savings of IDR 119,053 per week or IDR 6,190,740 per year have been made.
These results support the research conducted by Saputro and Prihatina [30], which
demonstrates CFRS to reduce the total traveling distance and fuel cost.
4. Conclusion
The objectives of this research are to propose procedures for solving problems
Multi-Trip Periodic Vehicle Routing Problem. A hybrid approach was used to address
these shortcomings by combining integer programming formulation and heuristics.
Through applying the proposed solution on a case-by-case basis, it concluded that the
cluster-first route-second (CFRS) heuristic was able to generate a better route based on
the total distance and fuel costs. Points to enhance further work are: 1) Create a
mathematical model in phase 1 so that the frequency is part of the decision variable
instead of the trial-error; 2) Model a tab search program using VBA Macro Excel in
phase 2 because the lingo performance of the phase 1 result can be stored in excel.
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